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Abstract
Customers are the backbone for any �nancial companies. The behaviour of customer changes over time
and they disconnect when the services do not meet their expectations. Earning loyalty of the customer by
providing remarkable services and adopting retention strategies are mandatory to run any user centric
businesses. In view of the growth perception there is need for company to identify the churn and avoid
them in time. The mechanism for churn prediction requires to explore the insight of data. Machine
learning algorithms are capable of mining the patterns present in the data and able to discriminate
between classes with statistical learning. A Standard bank dataset has been considered for the study and
exploratory data analysis performed to understand the nature of the data. Suitable data pre-processing is
done and training data split from dataset has been used to build classi�er models. The dataset was
found to be imbalanced and by adopting appropriate sampling the dataset was balanced. Linear, Non-
linear and boosting classi�ers were built and their performances on test data are summarized. A
comparative study on the classi�er performance for both imbalanced as well as balanced dataset was
observed and an optimal classi�er for diagnosing customer account health has been suggested.

1. Introduction
Financial sectors, particularly banking has undergone a steady transformation over the decades. New
technology, change in demands and regulation have caused the bank to face challenge in securing
dominant positions in society. Many banks today are with good customer size with a hope that they will
not be tapped with their competitors. But existing intensi�ed competition can pose threat in customer
turnover. Customer turnover is also referred as customer churn which means that customer disconnects
the association with company over a period of time. Retaining the existing customers and increasing their
lifetime gains primary importance in banks. The cost of attracting new customers can be expensive than
holding the existing customers. Long term customers provide higher pro�ts and create new referrals.
Availability of latest technology, customer friendly bank o�cials, location and services may be the
reasons for customer switching. With the advent of internet banking, clear customer feedback is lacking
and hence predicting customer churn at the right time becomes complex. Customer relationship can be
endowed with early and accurate churn predictions. This makes the bank o�cials to be proactive in
engaging the customers at right time and prevent the exit.

The practical issue is how to �nd signs for churn. Collecting feedback on customer experience may be
time consuming task. Moreover surveys are infrequent and the response of customers to feedbacks
cannot be guaranteed. Extracting early warnings from already existing data may provide a solution for
this problem. Short prediction prospect in accuracy but it would be late if the customer has decided to
quit. Generally churn can be de�ned at the product level like discontinuing particular product or at the
relationship level like disengaging the bank itself. At relationship level customer’s view can be understood
clearly and engage them with complementary products that can strengthen the relationship. There is a
growing demand in studying the set of characteristics to analyse and predict customer churn. Machine
learning and data analysis algorithms have the capability to learn from past customer data and can
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generate triggers on churn data. They try to capture all aspects of customer relationship with bank. Apart
from churn prediction, they can help in recommendations of new or allied products and perform customer
life time calculation. Prediction models built with machine learning techniques can identify customers
who are likely to churn. The model analyses the historical data of past churners and �nds similarity with
existing customer data. If they match, current customers are labelled as potential churners.

Setting up a churn prediction model involves de�ning a churner, prediction attributes of the model and
techniques used to build the model. Customer who closes the account or inactive for long time or
decrease the number of transactions over a period of time are considered as churner. Normally churn is
expressed as a degree of customer inactivity or disengagement, observed over a given time. This
expresses within the account in various forms such as the frequency of account actions or change in the
account balance. It is also useful to de�ne churn based on the rate of decline of assets over a speci�ed
period. Four types of prediction attributes are commonly used in churn analysis: demographic, perception,
behavioural and environment. Demographic variables include age, profession, gender, family and
geographical data. Perception attributes reveal the customer appreciation to services. They include
quality of service, locational convenience and pricing. Behavioural attributes exhibits how often services
are used and which services are availed most. Environment variables refer to changes in world that could
affect the customer.

Machine learning algorithms work on features and feature engineering is the process of creating features
using domain knowledge of the data. Features play a pivotal role in capturing customer behaviour. Basic
indicators like net balance out�ow in the last few months, to more nuanced indicators like rate of change
of average gap between bill payments made, can prove effective in providing early warning signals of
impending churn.

Churn prediction belongs to classi�cation problem category. Various techniques from simple logistic
regression to complex tree-based techniques like XG Boost exist and it is important to identify the
technique that provides the right balance of interpretability and performance. Complex algorithms such
as random forest and XGBoost capture non-linear patterns in data and can handle null values
comfortably. Logistic regression provides a more apparent and innate explanation of the impact of each
variable on the predicted outcome.

Adoption of prediction models starts with demonstrating the model’s predictive power on the past data
and running several simulations to measure the e�cacy of the model and associated scheme. Testing
involves selecting customers likely to churn and observe the model based predictions.

Banks acknowledge that customer churn is a critical problem, but there is no systematic and proactive
methods to address it. Even after building robust churn prediction models, the challenge prevails in
creating enablers in every phase. It involves setting up the churn likelihood scores periodically to offer
right retention strategies.
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2. Related Work
Banks use customer transaction data to predict the behaviour of customer who are likely to churn. Few
works have concentrated on developing models using time series predictors and identi�cation of rare
events occurrence in transactions. One of the study used trend modelling to understand the customer
change in behaviour over a period of time. They have used a three year old real time dataset of retail bank
at Florida. Results show that the training data over a period of six months can predict the customer
behaviour better than four months data[1]. Increase in competitions and business saturation force the
companies to build strategies to retain the old customers than attracting new customers as it is an
expensive effort. Customer retention focus on building e�cient models to predict the behaviour pattern of
customers. Various machine learning algorithms have been used for churn prediction. A hybrid method to
predict churn was proposed and the work involves feature selection algorithms and effect on size of
features on prediction were analysed. Two algorithms Linear Tree and decision tree algorithms were
applied on the dataset and their results are combined using voting strategy. Results show that the
proposed hybrid method performs effectively[2].

A new approach named data mining by evolutionary learning has been proposed to address the
classi�cation of churn problem. The process involves generation of possible rules using probabilistic
induction technique and the likelihood of churn is estimated by representing the �tness value with the
attributes of records. Experimental results prove that the proposed model performs well in churn
prediction[3].To establish valued relationships with prevailing customers and to emphasize strong
customer relationship management it is necessary to understand the customer expectations. Using
customer samples of European �nancial company and application of random forest technique have
shown better understanding of customer behaviour than linear regression techniques[4].

A mathematical model to analyse the key problem for churning has been proposed and analysed with
different classi�ers. Logistic regression and decision tree classi�ers with different parameters were built
to test the performance of churn prediction. Experimental results show that decision tree classi�er with
maximum depth of six perform well in churn classi�cation[5].Recognising the value of existing customers
all companies acknowledge the fact that minimizing churn rate will maximize their pro�t. Combination of
SVM with Adaboost have been proposed to improve the accuracy of classi�cation rules. The proposed
churn model was able to identify the potential churners effectively[6]. An extreme learning machine has
been proposed to forecast customer churning. The architecture is basically a feed forward neural network
and follows random allocation of input weights and biases. They have used Portuguese bank dataset
containing 20 attributes. They have experimented with different activation functions and estimated
training and testing accuracies. They have proved that processing time for both training and testing was
less for the proposed approach[13].

The rate of customer churn is increasing every year and at most care is required to retain the customers.
Datamining provides classi�cation techniques that can be applied for churn prediction problem. A study
on applying �ve different classi�cation techniques on a private Indonesia banking dataset was
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performed and proved that SVM performs well in prediction of churners[7].Though commercial banks
take measures to analyse the customer information in their records, it is found that prevention of
churning is challenging. An improved Fuzzy C means clustering algorithm has been proposed to
understand the customer behaviour which in turn helps in identi�cation of churners[8].

Customers are valuable asset of any �nancial organization and customer retention is essential as well as
basic requirement for the �rms to run their business. Nowadays clients rely on electronic banking services
and communications happen electronically which prevents to recognize the customer satisfaction. The
characteristics of churners have been analysed using decision tree and feature selection algorithms were
employed in the churn prediction model. Results show that backward elimination methods provide better
accuracy[9].A broad review on identi�cation of characteristics of customers who are likely to churn,
�nding the reason for churn, existing churn prediction models and how the e�cacy of churn prediction
model can be improved were discussed [10]. The task of determining the risk of customers leaving the
bank has been analysed using neural networks. Neural networks are capable of handling large number of
inputs and can provide approximation on inputs. Results have proved that clients who acquire more
services are less likely to churn[11].

A comparative study on machine learning packages were conducted and results show that Spark ML
package with its APIs perform better than MLLib packages. This comparative study done with customer
churn prediction in banking as a cases study[12].Ensembling methods have been used in banking sector
to improve the performance of classi�ers. Bagging and boosting are most commonly used ensembling
techniques. Random Forest, Extreme gradient boosting and Adaboost are some of the algorithms
contributing in enhancement of classi�er performances [14–15].A comparative study of machine
learning algorithms on churn prediction has been evaluated in various research works [ 16-17]. Recorded
customer complaints have been analysed used natural language processing and prediction models [18].

3. Machine Learning Classi�ers

3.1. Linear Classi�ers
Consider a binary classi�cation problem where the output y=c when it belongs to a positive class and y=c
 when it belongs to a negative class. The representation of class is obviously two dimension and the
classi�er takes decision on class membership by comparing a linear combination of its input to a
threshold. If the number of input features n is 2, the decision boundary is a line. When n > 2 the decision
boundary is a hyperplane.

In its functional form this boundary can be represented as

y(x)=w_1 x_1+ w_2 x_2+⋯+w_nx_n+b

The classi�cation rule is to assign
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y(x)=c if y(x)>b else y(x)=c ̅

Generally hyperplane is de�ned as

W  T  X+b=0

General Linear Classi�cation Algorithm

The objective is to �nd the optimum value for the parameters    and b with the training examples. The
e�ciency of the linear classi�er depends on evaluating the quality of the model with the new data.

For a probabilistic model, classi�cation can be done with probability estimation. First it �nds the
probability distribution of the training data and helps to predict the new data.

Logistic Regression uses linear functions to build probabilities of observation belonging to the class.

3.2 Nonlinear Classi�ers
Nonlinear functions are used in discriminating the classes. The general concept used �nding
distance/similarity between the training instances. K-nearest neighbors classi�er uses distance metric in
classi�cation task.

Some nonlinear classi�ers such as Decision Tree make predictions based on features.

General idea:

1. Pick the feature that best distinguishes classes

If you group the instances based on their value for that feature, some classes should become more
likely
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The distribution of classes should have low entropy (high entropy means the classes are evenly
distributed)

2. Recursively repeat for each group of instances

3. When all instances in a group have the same label, set that class as the �nal node.

Multilayer Perceptron is basically a neural network algorithm mapping input to output by learning
and adjusting the weights between the nodes.

3.3.Boosting Classi�ers
Boosting algorithms work by training a sequence of weak models by compensating the weakness with
the preceding models to improve the prediction rate. 

4. Exploratory Data Analysis
The main objective of the work is to develop a model to help the bank o�cials in identifying the risk of
the customers who are likely discontinue their services from banks. The dataset utilized for the study is
obtained from kagglehttps://www.kaggle.com/shrutimechlearn/churn-modelling. The dataset contains
10000 customer details with no missing data. There are 14 attributes with 7 attributes revealing customer
personal information, 4 attributes showing the status of the account and 2 attributes towards the details
of products purchased. The target attribute holds a binary value signifying the exit status of the
customer. Table 1 depicts details of the dataset. 
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Customer details Attribute Description

Table 1
Customer Churn Data Attributes

Personal Information RowNumber Row Numbers from 1 to 10000

CustomerId Unique Ids for bank customer identi�cation

Surname Customer's name

Geography Customer’s nationality

Gender Male / Female

Age Customer age

EstimatedSalary Estimated salary of the customer in Dollars

Account information CreditScore Estimated credit score of the customer

Tenure Number of years customer associated with bank

Balance Current bank balance of the customer

IsActiveMember BInary value indicating the active utilization of bank
services

Bank Products
Utilization

NumOfProducts Number of bank services utilized by the customer

HasCrCard Binary value indicating whether customer possess
credit card

Target Exited 0 – customer discontinued

1 – customer retained

Visualizing the distributions of variables

Categorical data are converted into numerical data. Figure 1 shows the distribution of categorical
variables.

The distribution conveys certain information of variables

Categorical variables such as Geography, IsMale (Gender), HasCrCard and IsActiveMember follow
Bernoulli distribution.

Tenure seems to be uniformly distributed and NumOfProducts declines for higher values

Continuous variables such as CreditScore, Balance are normally distributed while EstimatedSalary is
uniformly distributed

Nature of customers
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To understand customer details the proportion of customers based on nationality and gender Figure 2
shows the proportion of customers based on nationality and gender as a whole as well as distribution of
gender nationwide.

From the graph it is evident that 50% of the customers are French and the rest is equally shared between
customers of Spain and Germany. Considering the gender, proportion men holding accounts are slightly
higher than women, The same is re�ected in nationwide observation.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of estimated salary with gender. There is no signi�cant gap in salary and
they have similar median.

There are no signi�cant salary differences with respect to age. Figure 4 shows that few customers are
senior citizen and there is slight difference in salary in their range.

Correlation between variables

Correlation matrix can be used identify the relationship between the variables. Figure 5 shows the
correlation plot for the variables.

There is high correlation between German and account balance

Age and balance are correlated with exit variable

Also the exit rate of Germans are higher

Sankey diagram is a visualization tool showing the �ow from one variable to other. The width of the �ow
depicts the proportion of quantity �ow between variables.

The �ow diagram depicts that women are more disconnecting their services than men with bank. The
churn rate of German customers are higher than other citizens.

The above exploratory analysis provides the insights on customers and suggests the direction to
customer focus.

5. Methodology
The problem that is addressed belongs to binary classi�cation category. First dataset is pre-processed by
removing irrelevant attributes and converting all attributes to numerical data. Then data is split into
training and test set. Various supervised classi�ers are trained with training set and models are built.
Classi�er performance is assessed with the test data with suitable metrics. The dataset has 20% exited
clients and 80% non-exited clients showing the imbalance in data distribution.

The proposed work has the following phases.

Phase-1: Analysing the performance of linear classi�ers with the pre-processed data
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Phase-2: Analysing the performance of nonlinear classi�ers with the pre-processed data

Phase-3: Improving the classi�er performance with boosting classi�ers

Phase-4: Apply sampling to create balanced data

Phase-5: Classi�er performance on balanced data set

Phase-6: Comparing the classi�er performances and the one with highest accuracy is considered as an
optimal classi�er

5.1 Data Pre-processing
The steps involved in data cleaning is shown in Figure 7

Attributes 'RowNumber', 'CustomerId', 'Surname' are removed as they do not relate with the target
attribute.

Categorical Attribute ‘Geography’, ‘Gender’ are converted to numerical data by applying one hot
encoding.

The values of attributes vary in magnitudes. The performance of machine learning algorithms will be
better if data are normalized. Data are scaled using Standard Scalar normalization.

Dataset is split into 75% training and 25% test set data.

5.2 Model Building
Figure 8 shows the process �ow diagram of the proposed work.

5.3 Classi�ers used for expeimentation
The classi�ers used for model building are shown in Table 2 
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Table 2
List of Classi�ers used for performance

assessment
Linear Classi�ers Logistic Regression

Naïve Bayes

Linear SVM

Nonlinear Classi�ers Decision Trees,

Random Forest

K-Nearest Neighbour

Multi-layer Perceptron

Boosting Classi�ers Gradient Boosting

XGB Classi�er

LGBM Classi�er

5.4 Performance Metrics
Confusion matrix is a mechanism to summarise the classi�cation outputs. It clearly indicates how well
the model behaves on positive and negative examples. Table 3 lists the metrics are used for assessing
classi�er performances. 

Accuracy It is the ratio of correct predictions made to total predictions

AUC Area Under the Curve measures the ability of the classi�er to distinguish between
classes. Higher the AUC value, better is the classi�er performance

Precision It is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to the total predicted positive
observations.

Recall It is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to the all observations in actual
class

F1-Score It is the weighted average of Precision and Recall. This score takes both false positives
and false negatives into account. F1 is more useful than accuracy, if the class
distribution is uneven.

6. Results And Discussion
The performance of the classi�ers are analysed with metrics such as accuracy, AUC, Precision, Recall and
f-score.
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6.1 Performance of linear classi�ers with imbalanced churn
dataset
The linear classi�ers considered for the study are Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes and Linear SVM.

Figure 9 Performance metric score of linear classi�ers on imbalanced data

All three classi�ers are providing same accuracy. The recall measure of SVM Classi�er is better than other
classi�ers.

6.2 Performance of non-linear classi�ers with imbalanced
churn data
Non- linear Classi�er performance metrics on the imbalanced churn data is shown in Figure 10.
Observations reveal that neural network with multi-layer perceptron produces good accuracy compared to
other classi�ers.

A comparative study of best performing linear and non-linear classi�er is shown in Figure 10

6.3 Performance of boosting classi�ers with imbalanced
churn data
Figure 11 shows that Gradient XGBoost classi�er produces improved performance score compared to
LightGBM and Gradient Boosting sklearn classi�er.

A comparative study of MLP and XGBoost Classi�er is shown in Figure 12. It is observed that both the
classi�ers yield same performance scores.

Performance of classi�ers on balanced data set

It is observed that the churn dataset has 80% of instances belong to not exit category and 20% are in exit
category. This in�uences bias in performance metric scores since classi�ers cannot learn with minimal
data in one category. This issue can be resolved by balancing the dataset. Here random sampling
technique is applied to balance the data. More attention is paid towards data that is used to train the
model.

6.4 Performance of linear classi�ers with balanced churn
data
Linear classi�ers performance on balanced data is shown in Figure 12.
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SVM Classi�er is performing well on balanced and imbalanced data. The scores obtained on balanced
and imbalanced data compared and shown in Figure 13.

It is evident that there is variation in performance scores of the same classi�er with balanced and
imbalanced data.

6.5 Performance of linear classi�ers with balanced churn
data
Non-linear classi�ers performance scores on balanced data are shown in Figure 14.

The scores obtained by MLP Classi�er on balanced and imbalanced data are compared and shown in
Figure 15.

6.6 Performance of boosting classi�ers with balanced
churn data
Figure 16 shows the boosting classi�ers performance scores on balanced data.Gradient Boosting
(Sklearn) performs well on balanced data.

Figure 16 compares MLP performance with Gradient Boosting classi�er on balanced data. Results show
that MLP classi�er outperforms on balanced data

7. Conclusion
Due to increase in private �nancial institutions the migration of customers from prevailing institutions
has become a serious issue. Financial institutions are struggling to retain their customers. It has become
mandatory to keep track of customer account health to take precautionary measures for retention.
Machine learning algorithms can de�nitely help them to analyze the status of the customers and churn
rate can be reduced. This paper has done elaborate exploratory analysis on churn data to visualize the
correlations between the attributes in different dimensions. The performances of linear, non-linear and
boosting classi�ers are analyzed. The dataset considered for the study has imbalance in churn/not churn
category. Hence random sampling is applied to make the dataset balanced. Then the various classi�ers
are applied on the balanced dataset to study the impact of imbalanced over balanced dataset. It is
observed that imbalanced dataset has bias over the performance metrics. Results reveal that Multi layer
Perceptron performs well on the churn data considered for the study.
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Figure 1

Distribution of categorical variables
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Figure 2

Nationality and Gender Distributions in the dataset

Figure 3

Distribution of salary with gender
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Figure 4

Distribution of salary with age
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Figure 5

Correlation between variables

Figure 6

Flow Diagram of Gender and country with target value

Figure 7

Pre processing steps

Figure 8

Process Flow Diagram

Figure 9

Performance metric score of linear classi�ers on imbalanced data

Figure 10

Figure 9 Performance metric score of non-linear classi�ers on imbalanced data

Figure 11

Figure 10 Performance of linear and non-linear classi�er on imbalanced data 

Figure 12

Figure 11 Performance of boosting classi�er on imbalanced data 
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Figure 13

Figure 11 Comparison o MLP with XGB classi�er on imbalanced data 

Figure 14

Figure 12 Performance of linear classi�ers on balanced data

Figure 15

Figure 13 Performance of SVM on balanced and imbalanced data

Figure 16

Figure 14 Performance of Non-linear classi�ers on balanced data

Figure 17

Figure 15 Performance of MLP on balanced and imbalanced data
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Figure 18

Figure 15 Performance of boosting classi�ers on balanced data

Figure 19

Figure 16 Performance of MLP over Gradient boosting classi�er on balanced data


